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QUESTION 1

If a lifecycle state specifies a procedure to run, when is the procedure executed? 

A. When the object is promoted in its lifecycle state and before the state entry criteria are met 

B. When the object is promoted in its lifecycle to the specific state and after the client application validates the object 

C. When the object is promoted in its lifecycle to the specific state and after the state entry criteria are met 

D. When the object is promoted in its lifecycle to the specific state and before the client application validates the object 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A Webtop user checks out a Microsoft Word document from the repository and edits it. How will the user be prompted
upon checkin of the edited document? 

A. Checkin as the same, next minor, or next major version. 

B. Checkin as the same version 

C. Checkin as either the next major or minor version 

D. Rename the new version 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A user needs to change the subject property of a document named "Blueprint" to "Office Building". Which DQL
statement will achieve this result? 

A. update dm_document object set subject = \\'Office Building\\' where object_name = \\'Blueprint\\' 

B. update dm_document set subject = \\'Office Building\\' where object_name = \\'Blueprint\\' 

C. modify dm_document object set subject = \\'Office Building\\' where object_name = \\'Blueprint\\' 

D. modify dm_document set subject = \\'Office Building\\' where object_name = \\'Blueprint\\' 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Which xCP 2.x component provides discovered metadata for content objects? 

A. Content Intelligence Services 
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B. Process Integrator 

C. Business Activity Monitor 

D. xCP Designer 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

When is an uninstall of a process template necessary? 

A. When exporting a process template 

B. When modifying the process template so that new activity can be added 

C. When checking out a process template 

D. When creating a new version of a process template 

Correct Answer: B 
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